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EXPOSURE DRAFT ED 207 AMENDMENTS TO AASB 7 FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS - DISCLOSURES: TIER 2
Grant Tnornton Australia Limited (Grant 'Thornton) is pleased to provide the Australian

Accounting Standards Board with its comments on this Tier 2 ED 207 (the ED). We have
considered the ED, and set out our comments in the Appendix.
Grant Thornton's response reflects ow: position as auditors and business adv.isers to the
Australian business community. \v'e work with listed and privately held companies,
government, industry, and not-far-profit organisations (NFPs). TIns submission has
benefited with some initial input from our clients, Grant Thornton International, and
discussions with key constituents.
\'iV'e note that the IASB has not indicated whether it will amend its IFRS for SI\fEs
accounting standard for non-publicly accountable entities, and on dlat basis we believe the
AASB should not finalise any decisions on RDR disclosures until dIe LASB has considered
dns further, given that the RDR is 'loosely' based on the IFRS for S!vfEs disclosures.
\"'\i'e also note dmt dIe UK Accounting Standards Board has issued its 3 Tier reporting ED in
October 2010 and dmt includes an RDR type accounting standard in addition to IFRS and
IFRS for Si\1Es. We suggest that the AASB should compare its ED 207 proposals to that
contained in the UK RDR ED.
Grant Thornton does not believe that at this time the ED 207 amendments should
mandatorily apply to non-publicly accountable entities. Instead Grant Thornton believes
that the .L-\..,.-\SB should allow the IFRS for SI\lEs accounting standard as an option for 11011publicly accountable entities. Adoption ofIFRS recognition and measurement principles
which the .1-\..,.-\SB believes necessitates an increase in disclosures compared to IFRS for
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S.i\fEs, does add significant comple..xity and costs that would not be borne by sim.ilar
structured overseas entities.
If you require any further information or comment, please contact me.

Yours sincerely

GRJ\NT THORNTON AUSTMLIA LIMITED

~~
C

Ke!"d1 ReillY
National Head of Professional Standards
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Appendix 1: Preliminary comments

ED questions

1

Whether you agree with the AASB disclosure proposals for Tier 2 set out in the
attached analysis.

\V'e do not agree with dle .1-\....,-\SB disclosure proposals as we believe the AASB should not
consider any decisions on RDR disclosures until the lASB has considered tilis further, given
that the RDR is 'loosely' based on IFRS for S~'fEs disclosures. We also believe that the
AASB should compare its ED 207 proposals to that contained in the UK RDR ED. As
stated earlier, Grant Thornton believes that the AASB should allow the IFRS for SIvIEs
accounting standard as an option for non-publicly accountable entities. Adoption ofIFRS
recognition and measurement principles which the 1\..ASB believes necessitates an increase in
disclosures compared to IFRS for S~ffis, does add significant complexity and costs that
would not be borne by similar structured overseas entities.

2

Whether there are any regulatory issues or other issues arising in the Australian
environment that Inay affect the impleluentation of the proposals, particularly
any issues relating to:
a

not-for-profit entities; and

b

public sector entities.

Apart from om: earlier comments, we are not aware of any regulatory issues tl~at may effect
tlle implementation of the proposals for publicly accountable entities. \\1e believe that there
are regulat01Y and other issues arising in the Australian environment for non-publicly
accountable entities as the proposed requirements would add significant complexity and
costs that would not be borne by similar structured overseas entities.

3

Whether, overall, the proposals would result in financial statements that would
be useful to users.

Apart from our earlier comments, we are not aware of any issues that may impact users, for
publicly accountable entities. We also reiterate that for non-publicly accountable entities the
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proposed requirements would add significant complexity and costs that would not be borne
by similar structured overseas entities, and hence would not result in financial statements
that would be useful to users.
4

Whether the proposals are in the best interests of the Australian economy.

Apali from our earlier comments, we arc not aware of any issues that may impact users, nor
are we aware of any reasons dlat would impact on the interests of the Australian economy
for publicly accountable entities. We also reiterate that for non-publicly accountable entities
the proposed requirements would add significant comple..uty and costs that would not be
borne by sunilar structured overseas entities, and hence would not result in fmancial
statements that would be in dle best interests of the Australian economy.

5

Unless already provided in response to specific matters for comment 1- 4 above,
the costs and be,nefits of the proposals, whether quantitative (financial or nonfinancial) or qualitative.

As stated above, we believe rllat the costs of maintaining an RDR structure without allowing
f01: IFRS for S:MEs as an option to full IFRS or the RDR, imposes costs on most nonpublicly accountable entities that exceed the benefits.

